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Abstract  
Multivariate data analysis is rely on the two measures namely location and scatter. The most widely used such estimators; 
sample mean and covariance matrix are extremely sensitive to outliers, then the results obtained with these estimators are 
inaccurate. Many robust alternatives are established and perform well while handling the data with outliers. But even still a 
challenging task while handling the large number of cases and/or variables with reference to the features such as 
dimensionality of data, heterogeneous of data, computing time, adequacy of the results and applications. This paper 
provides a procedure for the selection of best data points in order to estimate multivariate location and scatter. The 
obtained results also compared with the established robust procedures such as various MCD algorithmic techniques and 
MVE by a real environment. The application aspect of the procedure is also executed in the context of discriminant 
analysis of multivariate grouped data. The results such as apparent error rate, confusion matrix of classical and various 
robust discriminant procedures are also provided. 
Keywords: Multivariate Location and Scatter; MCD; MVE; Discriminant Analysis. 
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1.0  Introduction 
 The computation of location and scatter is plays a vital role in multivariate data analysis. There are many 
methods have already established and proved their efficiency in order to compute the location and scale matrix. 
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1985) was introduced minimum volume ellipsoid estimator with high break down point. Rousseeuw 
and Leroy (1987) classified a general procedure for S estimator. Many authors have contributed in various ways in order 
to estimate location and scatter matrix and studied the efficiency, some of them are mentioned here. Rousseeuw and van 
Driessen (1999), Hawkins (1994), Hawkins and McLachlan (1997), He and Fung (2000), Hubert and Van Driessen (2004), 
Valentin Todorov and Ana M.Pires (2007), Todorov and Filizmosor (2009, 2010). Almost all the established procedure 
uses a half of the data points in order to estimate a multivariate location and scatter. 
 This research paper provides the algorithm for the selection of the best data points from the given observations, 
in order to estimate the location and scatter. Section 2 provides a brief descriptions of the most widely used methods such 
as Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE), Minimum Volume Ellipsoid (MVE), Stahel Donoha Estimator (SDE) and 
Minimum Covariance Determinant estimator (MCD). The proposed algorithm for Best Points Selection (BPS) along with 
MVE is presented in the Section 3. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm along with the other methods is computed to a 
real data set involving the multivariate techniques, discriminant analysis and the results are presented in the section 4. 
Section 5 concludes with summary of the results. 
2.0 Classical and Robust Procedures 
 The classical method namely MLE and the robust procedures MVE, SDE and MCD are briefly summarized in this 
section.  
2.1  Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) 
The principle of MLE, originally developed by R.A Fisher in 1920. Assuming that the data is drawn from a 
population whose distribution is multivariate normal, then the optimal estimators for location and dispersion are found, 
respectively, as the p x 1 sample mean vector, 
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These are obviously, mean-based estimators, so any unusual or extreme observation an arbitrarily inflate either of them. 
2.2  Stahel Donoha Estimator (SDE) 
 A projection-based estimation procedure was developed independently by Stahel (1981) and Donoho (1982) and 
also discussed Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987). Simplistically, the idea here is that an outlier or high leverage point will 
separate out and away from the bulk of the data when viewed from the right perspective. There are two stages to the 
formation of the robust multivariate location and dispersion estimators. First, robust distances are determined via a 
projection computation. These distances become the arguments in a weight function that is used to calculate a weighted 
mean vector and weighted covariance matrix. This procedure is affine equivariant, and attains a 50% (asymptotic) 
breakdown point when 12  pn  and the data are in general position (Donoho (1982), Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987)), 
which means that no more than p +1 points lie in any p dimensional affine subspace. 
While the definition of the Stahel-Donoho estimator requires the supremum of over all possible directional 
vectors, Rousseeuw and van Zomeren (1990) propose a shortcut method which uses just n directional vectors, one vector 
in the direction of each centered observation (centered by the coordinatewise median, vector starting from the origin). The 
projections of the original data on these n directional vectors produce the robust distances. 
2.3 Minimum Volume Ellipsoid (MVE) 
 Rousseeuw (1985) introduced the robust minimum volume ellipsoid (MVE) method for detection of outliers in 
multidimensional data. Subsets of approximately 50% of the observations are examined, and to find a subset which 
minimizes the volume of ellipsoid occupied by the data. The best subset smallest volume is then used to calculate the 
covariance matrix. An appropriate cut-off value is then estimated, and the observations with distances that exceed that 
cut-off are declared to be outliers. The MVE estimator is the center and the covariance of a subsample size h (h≤n) that 
minimizes the volume of the covariance matrix associated to the subsample. Formally,                                                            
MVE= ),( ** ii SX , where i={set of h instances )()(
**
ki SVolSVol   for all k such that #(k)=h} 
Vol(Sk)={|Sk|medj=1,2…,hdj
2
}
1/2
, dj-represents the Mahalanobis distance of the j-th instance in Sk. 
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  The ellipsoid is defined by
21' )()( aXXSXX   , the value of h can be treated as the minimum number 
of instances which must not be outlying and ]2/)1[(  pnh , is the greatest integer function and p is the number of 
predictors. 
2.4  Minimum Covariance Determinant Estimators (MCD) 
Rousseeuw (1985) introduced the minimum covariance determinant estimator (MCD) method to estimate the 
mean vector and covariance matrix along with detection of outliers in multidimensional data. The multivariate location and 
diffusion estimation in high breakdown principles is based on the determinant of the covariance matrix.  If the 
covariance matrix nxn  positive semi-definite matrix, p eigen values are positive, the determinant of covariance matrix 
equals the product of eigenvalues. Thus, a small value in the determinant reflects some linear patterns in the data. 
Consider all 
n
hC  subsets, and compute the determinant of the covariance matrix for each subset. The subset with 
smallest determinant is used to calculate the usual 1xp  mean vector, and corresponding pxp covariance matrix, these 
estimators are called minimum covariance determinant estimators.  Further, to improve the efficiency of the MCD,  
Rousseeuw P.J. Driessen K. (1999) developed algorithm namely Fast MCD algorithm.  
Todorov and Flizmoser (2010) extended the MCD algorithm with in the context of pooled algorithm then the 
results are namely MCD A, MCD B, MCD C. Also, Hawkins (1994) established a Feasible solution algorithm (FSA) for 
MCD approach and these are summarized below.  
 Minimum covariance determinant procedures was studied by Todorov et al. (1990),  Rousseeuw et al. (1992), 
Croux and Dehon (2001) and all are applied for robustifying multivariate analyses based on S estimates. A drawback of 
this method is that the same trimming proportions are applied to all groups which could lead to a loss of efficiency if some 
groups are outliers free, namely MCD A. 
Minimum covariance determinant analysis in each one of the group was proposed by He and Fung (2000) for the 
S estimates and modified algorithm was developed in Hubert and VanDriessen (2004), as a replacement for pooling the 
group covariance matrices, the observations are centered and to obtain the each one of the individual group location 
estimates as the reweighted minimum covariance determinant location estimates of each group, namely MCD B. 
The next approach is to modify the algorithm for high breakdown points estimation itself in order to accommodate 
the pooled sample. He and Fung (2000) studied the modified algorithm for S estimation in case of two groups. Hawkins 
and McLachan (1997) defined the minimum within group covariance determinant estimator which does not apply the same 
trimming proportion to each group but minimizes directly the determinant of the common within group’s covariance matrix 
by pairwise swaps of observations. This type of approach is namely MCD C. 
Douglas M. Hawkins (1994) has proposed the feasible solution algorithm for MCD method.  It is clear from the 
definition that the MCD estimator for  and  is the sample mean vector and covariance matrix of a subset of size hn , 
the determinant of ˆ cannot be decreased by any case wise exchange exchanging one of the trimmed cases for one of 
the retained cases,  
3.0 Best Points Selection based on MVE (BPS - MVE) 
The proposed Best Points Selection (BPS) algorithm based on minimum volume ellipsoid (MVE) is to find the 
weighted mean and weighted covariance matrix based on the selected points. The detailed description of this proposed 
algorithm is as follows:  
Suppose that a sequence (S1, S2,…,Sk) is chosen recursively with, there are 1n  choices for 1s . For each 
kj 1  once 121 ,...,, jsss  have been chosen, there are jn choices for js  then there are knnn ,...,, 21  choices for 
the sequence.  
Suppose that pSSS ,...,, 21 are finite sets. Then their product set is kSSS .... 21 is the set of all sequence 
),...,,( 21 psss  with each ii Ss  . In forming the sequence in this product the choice at any point is independent of the 
previous choices, so the number of choice of any is  is |Si|. Thus, from the product rule we have the familiar identity 
....... 2121 kp SSSSSS    
So, in particular, for any set S the number of sequence of length k from S is .kp SS   
Let S be a set with .nS   If nk 1 , then a k- permutation of S is a sequence ),...,,( 21 ksss  with no 
repetitions of elements from S; so note that such a  permutation (k) is more succinctly described as a one-to-one map 
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Sk },...,2,1{: . Simply a permutation of S is an n- permutation of s, the number of k-permutation of S by 
),( knP . 
To specify an n-permutation ),...,,( 21 nsss of S, we have the full n choice for s1, then only n-1 choice for s2,  n-
2 choices for s3, and so on until finally there is only one choice left for sn , so by the product rule we have 
                                                      
!1.2),...,2)(1(),( nnnnnnP 
 
is the number of permutation of S. Then note that a k-permutation, ),...,,( 21 ksss , for nk 1 , so the number of such 
k-permutation is 
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!
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Hence, the method has k – permutation is given below 
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where 


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




)2/]1([
)...( 21
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ggg
h n , and then selecting the h points by minimum volume ellipsoid (MVE) procedure.  
Step 1: Let ),...,,( 21 mxxxX   be a set of m points in
p , let h  be a natural number such 
that m
pm
ggg
hm n 



)2/]1([
)...(
2/ 21 . 
Step 2: The 1p data points },...,,{ 121 pxxx , were selected and to obtain the location and scatter matrix  
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Step 3: The mahalanobis distance for all the k  observations using y and S  can be calculated as 
T
i xxSxxd )()(
12   , 
Step 4: The ),...,2,1(2 kidi   is arranged in order of magnitude from the least to the highest. The first p+j (j=2, 3, 
4…h-p-1) distances are selected and their corresponding sample units are used to compute the next x and s as follows  

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The new set of x and s are then used to obtain the mahalanobis distances for all the observations. 
Step 5: Step 3 and 4 are repeated until the number of units selected is 
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4.0  Numerical Study 
Case 1 
For the purpose of comparing the efficiency of the proposed BPS algorithm with other methods, the famous iris 
data set was considered. The iris data set contains 3 groups each with 50 observations of the 4 variables. The groups are 
namely setosa, versicolor and verginica, the variables are Sepal.Length, Sepal.Width, Petal.Length and Petal.Width. The 
first two groups of the Iris data were considered in this first case. 
Table 4.1 Estimated of Mean vector based on BPS along with the other procedures 
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Table 4.2 Estimated of covariance matrices based on BPS along with the other procedures 
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Table 4.3 Confusion Matrices based on various procedures 
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The estimated location and scatter matrices are displayed in table 4.1 & 4.2. Table 4.3 shows the confusion 
matrix. It is observed that the apparent error rate is 0.00 for all the classical, robust procedures and the proposed BPS 
procedure, almost all the methods including the BPS algorithm classified the given data in to two groups correctly.  
 Case 2 
 In this case, more than two groups, i.e., multi group classification was considered. Hence, we considered all the 
three groups of Iris data. The computed location and scatter matrices, apparent error rate, confusion matrices are listed in 
the following tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 respectively.  
 
Table 4.4 Estimated of Mean vector based on BPS along with the other procedures 
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Table 4.5 Estimated of covariance matrices based on BPS along with the other procedures 
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









































































810.0757.1179.0693.0
757.1892.3420.0552.1
179.0420.0142.0099.0
693.0552.1099.0746.0
021.0030.0019.0032.0
030.0097.0035.0088.0
019.0035.0094.0079.0
032.0088.0079.0188.0
029.0039.0027.0039.0
039.0111.0044.0101.0
027.0044.0098.0079.0
039.0101.0079.0195.0
040.0052.0039.0044.0
052.0147.0061.0123.0
039.0061.0129.0104.0
044.0123.0104.0239.0
065.0060.0057.0054.0
060.0195.0079.0158.0
057.0079.0151.0136.0
054.0158.0136.0332.0
534.0358.1268.0507.0
358.1577.3735.0336.1
268.0735.0359.0138.0
507.0336.1138.0728.0
810.0884.1151.0834.0
884.1586.4402.0043.2
151.0402.0188.0087.0
834.0043.2087.0092.1
542.0369.1234.0516.0
369.1594.3646.0367.1
234.0646.0296.0126.0
516.0367.1126.0744.0
581.0295.1121.0516.0
295.1116.3329.0274.1
121.0329.0189.0042.0
516.0274.1042.0685.0
BPSFSACMCD
BMCDAMCDMCD
SDEMVEMLE
 
 
Table 4.6 Apparent Error rates under various procedures 
MLE MVE SDE MCD MCD A MCD B MCD C FSA BPS 
0.020 0.013 0.020 0.026 0.030 0.020 0.040 0.040 0.012 
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Table 4.7 Confusion Matrix under various procedures  


























































































000.1000.0000.0
037.0963.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
920.0080.0000.0
040.0960.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
920.0080.0000.0
040.0960.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
980.0020.0000.0
040.0960.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
980.0020.0000.0
080.0920.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
960.0040.0000.0
040.0960.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
098.0020.0000.0
040.0960.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
963.0074.0000.0
037.0926.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
963.0037.0000.0
037.0963.0000.0
000.0000.0000.1
BPSFSACMCD
BMCDAMCDMCD
SDEMVEMLE
 
 It is observed from the table the estimated mean vector under BPS algorithm is lies between the classical 
estimates MLE and the robust procedure MVE. It is not far away from the classical and robust procedure. While comparing 
with the other robust procedures its shows a better result.  From the apparent error rate, BPS procedure gives very low 
(0.012) compared to the classical as well as robust procedures. It is observed from the above table, the classical 
procedure MLE and other robust procedures classified correctly the first group and not on second and third group, they 
are misclassified between 1% and 4%. But the proposed BPS algorithm the first and last group data were classified 
correctly and 1% were misclassified in the second group. It is conclude that the proposed BPS procedure performs better 
than the classical and the other robust procedures for the given real data set. 
4. Summary and Conclusion 
 The proposed BPS algorithm is used to estimate the location and scatter matrices by selecting best points from 
the given data set. The efficiency of the proposed BPS algorithm is compared along with classical and the most widely 
used robust procedures by computing the location and scatter matrices with a real data set. Also, the application aspect of 
the proposed BPS algorithm with the other procedures is also carried out in the context of classification problem. It is 
observed that the performance of the proposed algorithm equally well with other procedures and in some situation it is 
more efficient than the others. In high dimensional data analysis, BPS algorithm with MVE is more robust and time 
consuming.  
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